The survivability of the network is closely related to the connectivity of the network. For many network applications such as a sensor network/ad hoc network for battlefield monitoring or wild fire tracking etc., survivability is one of most important requirements, and therefore a number of related problems are proposed. In this paper we study the survivability with respect to multicast route failure tolerance in K-connected MANET. We analyze the key issues namely connectivity, route failure tolerance and energy of the network. These issues can optimize the design of the routing protocol by means of cross layer interaction across the layers of the network. This paper analyzes the K-connected MANET for various parameters namely connectivity, no. of links, no. of spanning trees, no. of EDMSTs using graph theory metric, connectivity index.
INTRODUCTION
A mobile ad hoc network (MANET) is an unusual type of wireless mobile network which forms a transitory network without the support of an established infrastructure or a centralized administration. MANETs are highly independent and self-organizing networks. Due to unpredictable and random mobility of the nodes, communication path tends to break in MANET. Therefore, the network survivability is a challenging issue especially in MANET. In this research work we address the survivability in terms of multicast route failure tolerance. The multicast route survivability or multicast route fault-tolerance of a network can be defined as an ability of the network to distribute multicast data packets correctly even though some multicast paths fail and is closely related to the connectivity of the network. For many network applications such as a sensor network/ ad hoc network for battlefield monitoring or wild fire tracking and etc., survivability is one of most important requirements, and therefore a number of related problems are proposed. It is significant to study connectivity, route failure tolerance and energy of the network to optimize the design of the multicast routing protocol by means of cross layer interaction across the layers of the network. This work analyzes these significant issues in Kconnected MANET using graph theory metric, connectivity index (CI).
Related Work
A lot of research has been done related to node density, critical transmission power and critical receiving power required for minimal connectivity of the MANETs [1] - [17] . The Number of neighbors needed for connectivity of wireless Networks is investigated by FENG XUE and P.R. KUMAR [18] . The analysis of a simple randomized scheme for constructing low-weight Kconnected spanning sub-graphs is given by [19] .
There exist innovative routing MANETs protocols including optimizing the routing delays with minimum energy utilization, computing stable multicast paths, finding multiple multicast paths based on connectivity Index with bandwidth constraint, etc [20] - [26] . However, the issue of rout failure tolerance, multipath multicasting in K-connected MANETs, which in turn affect the multicasting algorithms, needs to be studied. This work focuses on study of connectivity, route failure tolerance and spanning tree analysis in K-connected MANET topologies. A K-connected topology is one, in which, between any two nodes of the network, there are K independent routes, so that a very high rate of successful packet delivery can be made. The work has made significant observations and presented in the form of Lemmas which are novel to the best of our Knowledge.
The organization of this Paper is as follows: The Section 2 offers the network model and various definitions of interest. The Section 3 describes the study of K-connected networks using connectivity index. A novel EDMST algorithm to compute edge disjoint minimum spanning tree in K-connected networks is presented in the Section 4. The Section 5 brings the methodology adopted in the simulation and analysis of the result. The Section 6 concludes this paper.
PRELIMINARIES

Network Model
We study a network where nodes communicate with their neighbors using wireless links. The following assumptions are made: The neighborhood of a node is the set of nodes which can receive a packet transmitted by the nodes. Any packet transmitted by a node is received by all its neighbors. The source node of a multicasting is believed to know the entire information essential to construct the multicast tree. We use the term edge and link interchangeably. The cost of an edge from u to v is same as v to u where (u,v) Є E.
Definitions
Some of the important definitions relevant to our discussion are given below.
Complete graph(CG):
A simple graph in which every pair of distinct vertices is connected by an edge. The complete graph on n vertices and n (n-1)/2 edges, and is denoted by K n . It is a regular graph of degree n − 1.
Connected graph:
A graph G is said to be connected, if for every pair of vertices u, v belongs to G , there exist a path, otherwise G is disconnected.
Tree: It is a graph without cycles.
Spanning Tree of a graph (SPT):
It is a spanning sub graph that is a tree.
Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) of a Graph G :
Among all the spanning trees of a weighted graph G, the spanning tree whose sum of edge weights is least is called MST of a graph G.
Edge Disjoint Minimum Spanning trees (EDMSTs):
Let E1 and E2 be the set of edges of minimum spanning tree-1(MST-1) and minimum spanning tree-2(MST-2) respectively, then MST-1 and MST-2 are said to be edge disjoint minimum spanning trees if E1∩E2= Null Set 
K-Connected Graph:
A graph G is said to be Kconnected, if on removal of any K nodes, the graph will become disconnected. The key property of interest relevant to routing in K-connected graph is that there exist K disjoint paths between any two nodes of G. A graph G is K-edge connected if it remains connected whenever fewer than K-edges are removed. If a graph is K-edge connected then K ( ) G , where () G is the minimum degree of any vertex () u V G . We can write formally, a graph G with edge set E(G) is K-edge connected if G\ C is connected for all () C E G with cardinality of C < K.
K-route failure tolerant (K-RFT):
A route between any two nodes is said to have "K-route failure tolerant" if at least K-paths which are reliable without any failures. 
STUDY OF K-CONNECTED AD HOC NETWORKS USING CI
The following Figures show examples of K-connected MANET for K = 1, 2 and 3. The analysis has lead to postulation of several Lemmas which are presented below. To the best of our knowledge Lemma-3 to Lemma-8 are novel. 
Lemma-3
A spanning tree with at least two vertices has at least two vertices of degree one and minimum connectivity index of the spanning tree is one.
Proof:
We know that a spanning tree is a connected network spanning all the nodes. Therefore, a spanning tree of two vertices should have at least one edge connecting them. That is they have minimum connectivity index,
Hence the proof.
Lemma-4
A K-nodes multicast spanning tree is 1-connected.
Proof:
We Know that a spanning tree of a connected graph G with n nodes can have (n-1) edges. Removal of any one node or any one edge in the spanning tree disconnects the graph G into sub graphs G1 and G2. Therefore, according to the definition, a spanning tree is always 1-connected.
Further, a K node multicast spanning tree is also connected sub graph of the spanning tree. Therefore, from Lemma-4 it implies that a K-nodes spanning tree is also 1-connected.
Lemma-5
Every K-connected network is at most (K-1) route failure tolerant (RFT) where r and K >1.
Proof:
We Know that, if a graph is K-connected, then there exist K disjoint paths between any two nodes (from a Corollary of Menger's Theorem). Here K > 1, hence, the degree of every vertex in a connected network is always >= K. We define that a route between any two nodes is said to be m-route failure tolerant if at least m reliable disjoint successful paths even if all the other (K-m) paths are failure, strictly (m <= K).
If all the paths are reliable we say that the K-connected graph is K-route failure tolerant. Assuming that at least one or more reliable paths exist, every K-connected graph has at most (K-1) RFT network.
Let (s,d) be any two nodes in a K-connected network. Since G is K-connected, K-disjoint paths between s and d. If all the (K-1) paths are failure, at least one path which is RFT. Hence G is RFT. If two disjoint paths are failure then (K-2) disjoint paths are available, hence G is (K-2) RFT.
Similarly, even if one such path is failure, we have (K-1) disjoint reliable path in that network. Hence G is (K-1) RFT at most.
In particular, if G happens to K-regular then the energy spent in transmitting packets between any two nodes can be optimized.
Lemma-6
The connectivity index (CI) of K regular and K-connected graph, G (V, E) of n vertices is = 2 n for K > 1.
Proof:
From Lemma-1, the minimum number of edges required to construct K-connected graph G of n nodes is () 2 kn . Therefore, we can write, the CI of G,
Further, if G is K-connected if and only if there are at least K edge disjoint paths between every pair of vertices. Therefore, every vertex is of minimum degree K. Since G is K-connected and Kregular, degree of any node can be K only.
Therefore,
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Lemma-7
The CI of any two EDMSTs with (n-1) edges in a complete network of size n is same.
Proof:
The complete network graph (undirected) on n vertices has n(n-1)/2 edges, and is denoted by K n . It is a regular network of degree (n − 1). Since degree of all nodes and number of edges (i.e., n-1) of every spanning tree is same, connectivity index of every spanning tree has to be same. This is true even for edge disjoint spanning tree since the same vertex set (no. of vertices, no. of edges and their degrees are equal) is considered. Since number of vertices and their valence remains constant in every edge disjoint spanning tree, CI is also same and it is one [20].
Lemma-8
CI of any two EDMSTs in a K-regular K-connected network is same.
Proof:
We know that a K-regular graph on K+1 vertices has K (K+1))/2 edges, that is a complete graph. In a complete graph the connectivity index of any spanning tree is same and that is one.
Since network is K-regular and K-connected, connectivity index of any edge is
( ) ( ) kk
. Therefore, we can write,
ALGORITHMS
This research work has used the algorithm given in section 4.1 based on Lemma-2 to find the connectivity of a K-connected MANET [26] . The Section 4.2 presents the novel algorithm devised and implemented as part of this research work to compute optimal edge disjoint minimum spanning trees.
Algorithm to Compute K-Connectivity of MANETs
Input:
Adjacency matrix of the given network. The c) Check for each node, whether
The network is K-connected if all the nodes satisfy this condition.
Algorithm to Compute EDMSTs Based on CI in K-Connected MANETs (KC-MANETs)
In this Section, we present route failure tolerant quality of service multicast edge (link) disjoint minimum spanning trees protocol based on CI for KC-MANETs, called KC-EDMSTs algorithm. The protocol uses the following algorithm.
Novel KC-EDMSTs Algorithm Based on CI for Multicasting
An undirected Graph, G = (V, E) represented in terms of CI Adjacency (CIA) matrix of the given network. The N × N CI adjacency matrix, A = a (i,j) of N × N of a given network is with a( i, j)= connectivity index of vertices (i, j), whenever two nodes (i,j) are connected by some edges and edge is associated with a connectivity index > 0 ,otherwise zero. 
Output: KC-EDMSTs
SIMULATION ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
In order to study K-connected MANETs, we have simulated the relevant aspects of the network. In the simulation experiments algorithms devised are automated and significant results are noted. The simulation process starts with a minimal 1-connected network with n (which is fixed for each simulation) number of nodes and (n-1) edges. Then progressively, more links are added to built the K-connected MANET (maximum no. of links = n (n-1)/2 edges). The simulation process adopts the following methodology.
Methodology
The methodology has the following steps: 
Results
The extensive numbers of simulations have been carried out to analyze number of issues including no. of links vs. connectivity, no. of spanning trees vs. connectivity and no. of EDMSTS vs. connectivity.
A MANET of 8 nodes is constructed and connectivity varied from 1 to 7 and corresponding no. of links in the network are noted. A graph drawn is shown in Figure 4 below, considering connectivity along X-axis and number of links along Y-axis. It is observed that to construct the network of higher connectivity proportionate number of links is required. Figure 5 shows connectivity versus no. of spanning trees in a K-connected MANET. As connectivity of the network increases number of spanning tree increases. Figure 6 and Figure 7 demonstrates that the effect of connectivity versus links, no. of EDMSTs in a KC-MANET and CI for a network size of 5 and 7 respectively. The simulation analysis has resulted in an important observation that as connectivity (K value) increases, the number of links and connectivity index increases, and the no. of EDMSTs increases but not always. It is significant to recall that K-connected network has K disjoint paths between any two nodes. If an edge (u,v) of an EDMST in KC-MANET fails, the network offers (K-1) alternate paths to reach from u to v. Therefore, it is desirable to have higher K value network to offer high route failure tolerance.
A network of 5 nodes is constructed and its connectivity is varied from 1 to 4. The no. of EDMSTs at different connectivity and their corresponding no. of links are noted and a corresponding graph is shown in the Figure 8 . The simulation experiment is repeated by constructing a network of 7 nodes and result is shown in the Figure 9 . From Figure 8 and 9, it can be noted that when a network of n nodes, n(n-1)/2 edges, there exists maximum of (n-1) connectivity and no. of EDMSTs is equal to n/2.
A random network of 50 nodes is built by varying no. of edges from 50, 100, 150… 500. As no. of links varies graph energy varies which is shown in the Figure 10 . A network of 50 nodes is constructed by selecting minimum no. of
() 2
Kn edges with K value varied from 2 to 50 and its variation in graph energy is shown in the Figure 10 . A spanning tree of the random network is computed when number of edges = 50, 100, 150… 500.The variation in graph energy of the spanning tree is also shown in the Figure 10 . It is observed that minimum graph energy of a Kconnected network is almost equals to graph energy of a spanning tree. 
CONCLUSION
The study of K-connected network is motivated by the fact that when network is K-connected there is at least one route even if (K-1) routes fail. In multicasting applications if network is Kconnected, MANET offers robust, multipath multicasting with high packet delivery ratio. In this research work, the algorithms are devised and coded to compute number of spanning trees as well as EDMSTs in K-connected networks. We believe that there exists optimal number of multicast trees in K-connected network since any two nodes are connected by K disjoint paths. Further, if an edge between any two nodes fails, still multicasting can be continued as there are still (K-1) disjoint paths are reliable. In a Kconnected network, multipath multicasting could be achieved to yield all the advantages of multipath routing in MANET by adopting efficient load balancing policy. For example, an efficient load balancing policy diversifies the traffic among all possible multicast paths, even when primary path is available.
In this work we have investigated K-connected MANET using connectivity index as a metric to measure network connectivity. We have also analyzed spanning trees computation for different no. of nodes, no. of links and also varying connectivity. The investigation of various topological parameters, energy issues including graph energy and network energy are important inputs to the design of routing algorithms including multiple multicast paths, route failure tolerance and control of topology. The routing algorithms design shall have to note that increase in connectivity does not yield proportionate no. of disjoint multicast paths always (KC-EDMSTs).
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